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International Interactive Infusion 
by Runa Bandyopadhyay 

 

 

 

It was February, 2019, 43rd International Kolkata Bookfair was going on. We, the New Poetry 

group of friends, organised a wonderful interactive session between contemporary poets of 

Bengal and America. The event was organised by Atanu Bandyopadhyay at Café Coffee Day 

near Bookfair on 6th Feb, 2019. Swapan Ray conducted the reading session and Runa 

Bandyopadhyay conducted the dialogue session of the event. Other poets participated in the 

session were, Umapada Kar, Pranab Pal from the New Poetry Group and Murat Nemet-Nejat, 

Elizabeth Willis and Adeena Karasick among American poets.  

 

First Reading Session:  
The session started with the reading of poetry by Pranab Pal, the poet of language alteration, 

whose prolonged experimentation with the poetic language throughout 90s and beyond 

attacked grammar rules, etymology and the verb-based semantics of traditional Bengali 

language. His experimentation includes a brilliant performance of onomatopoetic usage to 

create a word that phonetically imitates, resembles, or suggests the sound that it describes; 

creating new words by the process of word-recombination; verbification to shift uncommon 

nouns to verb; adverbial and adjectival modification, abolition of pronouns to create an 

Figure 1 Poets in the Interactive Session, from left Atanu Bandyopadhyay, Pranab Pal, Murat-Nemet-
Nejat, Umapada Kar, Adeena Karasick, Elizabeth Willis and Runa Bandyopadhyay (photo by Swapan Ray) 
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altogether different poetic language. He read the following three poems translated by Aryanil 

Mukherjee, published in Aufgabe13 in 2014, featuring poetry in translation from India, from 7 

Indian languages, guest edited by Biswamit Dwibedy & a special section of poetry originally 

published in the Moroccan journal Souffles.   

 

The falsity of language 

 

Blossoming sculpcolor. The falsity of a 

language that was meant to demythify. 

Expansion hollow. Blue filling the blanks of an 

extended truth. No stoppageade no 

stationation, only desolating emptily hands. 

Essay of head descending to feet feather. 

Crimps of earth opening to croppety milking 

rice. Transmitting symphony grain by grain. 

Materialis goes waterating in the high drain. 

Weaving inflation finger to finger a nonchalant 

extension treads uncontinuously. Print it or 

mint it, open the landscape in its house. The 

altered Baul is unerred, actually 

vacationing. 

 

Poetrariet 

 

In the traffic signal of picture writing finger, a magic of sky. Going over the 

fragments of a fractured moon seamed wavily to its light. Glitterati laced on the 

frills of fullmoon. The green turbulence of returning songs in abscondic brain. 

In atomic splinters, I destroy bits of momenthome. The plurals of an open 

reindeering me and its possibilities. Sleeppen speakatoo, the sun on clock wings, 

distracting shenanigans of written shadows.  

Magazine from where Pranab was reading 
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Brushfires trespassing on chessboard. Euphoric body language of a 

mannered anchal1. How far is afar! In the indolent camps, the whispwind of  

poetrariet in Mrs empty now. Walk feet before me, leading a headathon. In the 

empty hour of a mystic afternoon, night feels like an antonymic myth of cooked 

lies. Hand copying the mechanics of head. A slice of greening Youland, as the 

last bornvictor of all greynessing defeatist humans. 

 

Fogville 

 

Loverinas candlecarved. Over grimaced words in a 

sorrowed war. Pettyvilles go back, sexy 

moontango hanging from the multiplex, awards 

and friendly delicatelier. The boytrain of running 

girls merrily on track. Earth wetting in station dew 

before the hilltunnel deglutition. Gurgling 

cobblestones open mineral lexicons in the 

waterexcite of Ms. Mindvine. 

 

Rockdecade hands, undeterred, follow friendly 

rules. Engraved periods without reincarnation, 

life's lushroom melted by vibrating pendulums. A 

melting solestar therm, in one madworld of 

lovable fogville.    

 

First Dialogue Session: 
The response to Pranab’s poems from Murat Nemet-Nejat and Elizabeth Willis was 

overwhelming. They expressed the need of translation of these Bengali poetry to the American 

Poetry world to open multiple doors of poetics, to enlighten our perception of poetics in 

different languages across the world.  

Runa:  At this juncture I shot Murat, a great translator from Turkish to American 

English, with a question on translation. Since the aesthetic meaning and context are different 

                                                
1 Anchal - The portion of the saree that wraps the upper torso 
 

Reading by Pranab Pal 
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across different languages, translation of a poem needs not only to translate literal meaning but 

also to account for social context and cultural references of the source language. When a poem 

is translated from its source language to the target one, both languages move to a third place to 

create a new poem. The ground of this innovation in poem with its fundamental poetic 

assumption is not similar across the different traditions of the countries. Yet the controversy 

between loyalty and liberty continuously oscillates on translator’s fingers.  

Does the loyalty mean lexical translation to create a word-for-word meaning?  

Does the loyalty mean literal imitation of the source language?  

Metaphrase or paraphrase? Static or dynamic equivalence? Which one can open 

the veil of poetry’s beauty?  

  

Murat: Once Walter Benjamin’s comment on translation from 

his essay The Task of the Translator, what gives a language 

translatability is its distance from the host language. Eda is this 

distance. What Walter Benjamin in essence means is that the real 

purpose of a translation is not to create a beautiful poem that fits 

it like a glove in the target language; but to create cracks, 

mismatches in it so that it renders sayable what has been 

previously silenced in it. These alien, distant sounds (or 

meanings) appear only in the peripheries of that language, as 

"tangents." In that respect, Benjamin's view of translation echoes 

the concept of a poem. In "The Task of the Translator" Benjamin 

compares a translation to a "broken vase" that is made of 

fragments patched together imperfectly, only tangentially relating 

to the target language, always remaining in its peripheries. One can see that my poetics of 

fragment as a poetics unit that I discuss in "A Few Thoughts On Fragments" (the afterward to 

The Spiritual Life of Replicants) also echoes Benjamin's idea of translation. "The Task of the 

Translator" is one of the most radical and profound essays written, not only on translation; but 

on poetry and language itself. Those too bound by tradition have difficulty understanding it, 

particularly its last part when Benjamin talks about "ideal language." As a result, they call the 

essay "mystical" or "poetic" which, in Western parlance, means unserious, deluded, to be 

dispensed with. 

 

 

Murat answering Runa 
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Coffee Break: 

During the break we planned secretly to “attack” the American poets with questionnaire on 

recent emergences and expansions in the American poetry world. But before implanting our 

“attack” into action, we were attacked by unknown secrets of the cafeteria as we trespassed the 

den of the dangerous creature of the world, named mosquito, hiding in the smoking zone of the 

cafeteria. Hence we had to drop our plan to cut short the break and came back to our conference 

hall to start the next session.  

 

Second Reading Session: 
Umapada Kar was our next poet, 

whose magnificent and 

multidimensional poems 

objectify an object to refer its 

properties, with a centrifugal 

journey by decentralizing 

consciousness, creates an 

imaginary space with the 

refracted light of his life’s 

experiences, aversive to conventional poetry institution. Before reading his poems, he 

highlighted some points on Bengali Poetics, started from Rabindranath Tagore in the last two 

decades of 19th Century to first four decades of 20th Century:   

The Nobel laureate poet Rabindranath Tagore was a stalwart and a major poet 

who made radical changes of the previous trends of Bengali Poetry to make new 

dictions of poetry using various tools like culling different types of words, 

language, poetical meter or rhythm, and became a famous modernist poet of 

Bengal. Most of the poets in his time followed him as imitator and copier. 

Though there were few movements of poetry in Twenties and Thirties in 20th 

century to escape from this imitated poetry, they adopted few reformations with 

separate style only. But they could not come out beyond the huge light of 

Tagore. Then surrealist poet Jibananada Das built the new path based on the 

idea of sub-consciousness, which was far away from Tagore, which changed the 

diction of Bengali Poetry once again. Imitation of Jibanananda or we can say, a 

phase extension of Jibanananda, is still going on in Bengali main stream poetry. 

Reading by Umapada Kar 
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In Sixties we observed some of the movements in Bengali poetry like ‘Hungry’, 

‘Shruti’, ‘Shastrabirodhi’, ‘Concrete poetry’ etc., where few poets tried to break 

the influence of Jibanananda, but the movements were short-lived and imported 

from the west and hence couldn’t influence the main stream poetry in Bengali 

literature.  

  

With this wonderful introduction of 

Umapada on the background of main 

stream poetry culture in Bengal, the 

post-modern poet Murat became 

interested to know the parallel stream of 

poetry in Bengal. Murat new about 

Rabindranath Tagore as a modernist 

poet but unaware about the surrealist 

Jibanananda Das. Umapada explains the idea and tools of New Poetry thoughts, the transition 

from sub-consciousness to expansive consciousness: 

 

Barin Ghosal, a poet, a real thinker on poetry, essayist, storyteller, novelist, 

played a pivotal role in Bengali literature to get freedom from this conventional 

stream of poetry. In December 1988 he wrote two long poems, named ‘Satkar’ 

(Funeral obsequies) and ‘Pahar Sambondhio rachana’ (Poetry Regarding 

Hills), and a small prose, named ‘Atichetanar Katha’ (Expansive 

Consciousness). The concept of Expansive Consciousness suggests the 

expansion from the centre of the consciousness towards the surface of the 

waves, and if it moves forward consciously, then the continuous changes of 

unknown positions will allow the consciousness to expand.  It was a new turn 

in Bengali poetics and still going on as a parallel stream. With various 

workshops, under the name ‘Kabita Campus’, he started a movement with the 

coinage “New Poetry” without any manifesto.   

  

From his previous visit to India, Barin Ghosal was known to Murat, who build his own 

language to write his poem. Despite of being a Turkish-American poet, Murat didn’t write 

poems directly in the American language. He made the accented American language to 

conceive the soul of unaccented Turkish language, what he calls cracks or imperfections in the 

 Interaction Between Umapada and Murat 
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accentual rhythms of American language, and use the cracked American language as a tool in 

his poetry. So naturally he will be interested to know about the main features of ‘New Poetry’ 

in Bengal.   

Then Umapada presented the main features of ‘New Poetry’ from the essays of Barin Ghosal:  

New Poetry --- Thinking--- Novelty in Poetry. 

1. Without any signs and legacy in the style of old poetry. 

2. Thinking is poetry. Poet makes poetry by words on the basis of that thinking. 

3. Words are nothing but symbols, so meaningless. Hence, the poetry, made of 

words, has no meaning. 

4. Poetry has not any image or idol or shape. It is abstract, formless and hence 

without any specific subject. 

5. It is the responsibility of a poet to establish Fazi-logic from the chaos to 

make a multidimensional poetry by orderly arrangement of words. 

6. The signs of sound of words should be identified and applied in the poetry. 

These will be the main theory for making the New Poetry.  

7. Subject and Object, scenery and perception will replace each other and 

implantation of this idea in poet’s world and reader’s world is the 

responsibility of a poet.  

8. All the possibilities are real. Everything that has happened is unreal. This is 

the truth of a poet. 

9. The signs and ornaments of old poetry like rhythm, metaphor, symbol, 

simile, imagery, description, news, story, drama, essay, messages must be 

given-up in New Poetry. 

10. New Poetry demeaning and demythicize the language. 

11. In a New Poetry centripetal custom in old poetry will be changed into 

centrifugal movement.  

12. The directive force of New Poetry will be expansive consciousness instead 

of sub-consciousness . 

13. It should not be a dice. Though their goal is same, different poets will write 

in different manners with different views, angle, perception and feelings.  

 

After this introduction Umapada started reading his poetry, translated by himself: 
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Another Spring-1 

 

The bird’s little fly in the sky 
Pear of eyes across the lonely star 
But -- wait till your normal red dust 
Feel an evening opening the lady-garments 
  
I wait by the arrow 
No more waiting in one's heels 
The naked truth the hanky sang 
Remove the neck and the buttoned-up stinking smell 
  
None was to bangle up 
None was to tighten the honeyed cloth 
The anklet sprang up all by itself 
And stumbled a song 
  
Now on the dance floor up the petty coat 
The rapid rise and fall in, you can! 
When evening came in a little fast 
Apple forgot appeal for the client sweetheart. 
  
Thermometer  

 

Guillotine cut the lights 
Light goes and gets into it 
Deep in the dark rubber rubs a piece of left out land 
Wants to make room 
  
Our light is future bright 
In the room sun flooded two - four kharisa2    
The Pyramid of ours being dark 
In the room decays the metal of the moon 
  
How the amendment can be considered 
The relief does not match how I unfold myself 
  
I have a fever, does not know thermometer 

 

                                                
2  Kharisa - A type of poisonous snake 
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Writing poetry 
 

When a horse neighs from the byre 
Still in a daze, I lost somewhere 
Very often 
The Celebrated cricketer held the audience spellbound 
What a brilliant anchoring! 
  
Someone is cutting the nyctanthes tree of the town 
How impotently it overlaps the boundary and leans on the neighbor’s home! 
The little one wished to bud, but couldn’t due to the lack of water.    
None to water the plant, but it was shown during a photo-session 
It was so sound live-telecast 
  
If I dangle something, non-given to anyone, in the body of poetry 
Will be called ear-ring, insignificant ornament 
But if I wear these, I would resemble the Karna without a bow 
When the police caught me for the first time with hemp and pipe 
To be set free I murmured ‘Write poetry’ 
  
The Police station burst into laughter…. 
   
Jokes and Magic 

 

It’s not a matter of joke, 
Nothing funny active jokes         
A mosquito-curtain has hanged itself without any hook 
And it enters into the box- like canopy 
 a sleepless night still in joking mood, with a magic stick in hand, 
Quiet and smiles. 
It's time to dream,  
a lot of unseen dream 
open eyes are counting 57,58,59 
the holes of the curtain. 
Buzzing Anopheles greets my sleepy wounds 
with its changed tune blends into Ravindra Sangeet 
what a pleasure! Relaxed! I am looking at the empty sky 
Now, hum-hum... trala... tare .trala.... hum-hum trailing the four walls 
And the ceiling of the net  
Ear-phones give-up me  
without any zeal from my part  
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Sleeping pill forgets the journey from mouth to stomach 
Even the night-lamp refuses to be glossy 
  
It’s not a magic? 
Flying air.... 
Am I in a malarial impatience? 
Babel comes out with full swing, 
Its may be a poem or not   
May be a binary puzzle...... 

 

Second Dialogue Session: 
I shot Umapada with a question on the word “Movement”, he used here in his introduction of 

New Poetry. 

Runa:  Barin himself didn’t like to call the emergence and expansion of the ‘New 

Poetry’ as a movement. So what exactly you meant here by “Movement”? 

Umapada: New Poetry is definitely ‘Other Poetry’, but there was no claim or opposition in  

front of or behind it. Therefore, that was not a movement. Barin took the word “Movement” as 

a vibration or oscillation due to the emergence of ‘Other’, which became prolonged. 

Runa:  We like to know Willis and Adeena’s view on the process of poetry. Is poetry a 

fully conscious construction? Construction and deconstruction – in your opinion, which one 

for the poet is the more ‘conscious’ important process? 

Willis:  Poetry involves a full, expansive consciousness that is shaped by the capacities 

of the individual poet and extends beyond any sense of individual mastery. Construction and 

deconstruction are, I believe, inextricable. As workers in language, we are using pre-existing 

materials, so everything we make involves both making and unmaking, rearranging, 

reconstructing. 

Adeena:  Consciousness is never a priority for me. I am more interested in process –

navigating modes, styles, strategies, play. In each case, the poem guides me.  

 

Third Reading Session: 
Our third poet in the session was Atanu Bandyopadhyay, an important poet of New Poetry 

group, master of Compact poetry/Haiku. He likes to construct moving images without using 

any verb, just to give few hints to reveal the poetry. In his poetry he moves on just by starting 

the feelings, leaving behind only the probable realizations from where the poetry resonates. In 

this session he read his poems, translated by Niladri Bagchi: 
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The Days After Depression 
 
If the tremulous propel shows 
The refused promise of unoccupied 
 
Though it’s not much 
Only the light overpowers the spectacle 
 
I resume by calling the name 
The pride of pollen is external to this 
sphere 
And I never considered the negatives 
And a little bit of refuge 
 
As if the bondage of togetherness 
The god and the so called woman 
 
By continuing fall 
They washed away in the attendance of river 
 
I am just keeping my presence beside those 
Through this moonlit path 
 
 
Withdrawal 
 
With the pleasure of a river bridge 
I am fondling the dam 
 
It does happen that 
A pebble ends the search of a home 
Sometimes after closed box 
 
And 
Your own musical dress 
Those of the sketch of the collapse 
 
While clearing all these 
On a holiday 
The murmuring of a hunter in the nearby forest is obvious 
 

Atanu reading from his book 
Livetogether Camp 
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When the river is pouring self 
With mud, with water 
 
And 
With fragments of a bridge 

 

Third Dialogue Session: 
Runa: As we saw in Atanu’s 

poem, poetry gets resonated in 

reader’s mind rather to be 

understood by reader, We like to 

know Elizabeth and Adeena’s view 

on this?  

 

Willis: It does more than resonate. Perhaps it 

may be understood and still provide different meanings and reveal different mysteries each 

time it is read. In the same way, the reader is different every time she reads a poem— so the 

experience will involve different kinds (not just different levels) of knowledge. 

Adeena: My view is that poetry is not rational or irrational but relational; infinite resonance 

leads to continued exploration, navigation, so crucial for recognizing both the word and the 

world as a non-hierarchic network of interconnections. 

 

Fourth Reading Session: 
Our fourth poet in the session was Swapan 

Ray, who uses the sound power of words to 

make resonating moving image, an inherent 

sound of the quivered image, an abstraction of 

imaginary experiences. Sound relation is the 

password to enter into his poetry. Swapan said, 

password of the second world of a poet is 

consciousness. Interior image of uttered sound, arranged accordingly to get the form, and the 

feelings of poetry is placed inside that form. Before starting his reading, Swapan had given an 

introduction about poetry and languages in India/Bengal. 

 Adeena and Willis in dialogue session 

Swapan Ray reading his poems 
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As per Indian Constitution there are 22 official languages in India. But if we 

consider dialect as a part of language, India has 122 major languages and 1599 

other languages. The modern Bengali vocabulary is based on Magadhi 

Prakrit and Pali, also borrowings from Sanskrit, Persian and Arabic. Like most 

Indian languages, Bengali has a number of dialects. It exhibits diglossia, with 

the literary and standard form differing greatly from the colloquial speech of the 

regions that identify with the language. As Umapada told Rabindranath Tagore 

was the first modern poet who changed the diction of the Bengali poetry based 

on Vaishnava Padaboli, written by the earliest poets Vidyapati, in Brajabuli and 

Chandidas in Bengali language. In 30s Surrealist Poet Jibananada Das once 

again changed the diction of Bengali Poetry based on sub-consciousness, a new 

path far away from Tagore and the imitation and copying of Jibanananda Das 

became the official verse culture in Bengal. Then the event of partition of British 

India during the independence of India in 1947, solely by religion, or the 

partition of Pakistan into Pakistan and Bangladesh in 1971, solely for language, 

reshaped Indian/Bengali literature to a great extent. In this scenario the 

psychological and social effects of uprooted refugees, their struggles for 

existence, constant fights to survive against all odds in a foreign soil, 

overwhelming refugee crises in Indian social space by the displaced 10 to 12 

million people along religious border line, constructed altogether a new 

feelings, new poetic expressions in Bengali language,  In 70s Poet Barin Ghosal 

came up with a new diction of Bengali Poetry, called ‘New Poetry’ or ‘Other 

Poetry’, based on his idea of Expansive Consciousness, is the present parallel 

stream of official verse culture in Bengal. Umapada already explained the 

features of New Poetry, a centrifugal adventure of Expansive Consciousness 

aversive to centripetal automatic movement of sub- consciousness. 

With this introduction Swapan started reading his wonderful new poems without any title, 

translated by himself: 

 

Ankle length winter again 

droopy smiles again 

perfectly bald freedom, again 

winter, seriously again 

……. 
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A postcard 

Mist driven morntage 

Slow snowing kunchenzonga3 

saintly 

collected from the droplets of flying birds 

moving the but blue sky 

removing a pinch of feather from those birds 

I write 

weight in birds are normal and sometimes they trends 

to be grey 

………. 

you learnt to read the butterfly 

I read to learn the butterfly 

But 

are 

flying now, separated to read 

satiated to learn at the departmental store 

capital fly 

butter caps the bread 

I read to un 

You read to in, butterfly had nine sounds only 

symphony again a distant signal 

Red is u 

green is I 

………. 

A pre zoomed boat man’s song 

is love not smoke 

A company limited in privacy 

is smoke, not love 

seedy winter is love smoke 

MOEKSEVLO 

After the accident, they died, they were nice 

                                                
3 Kunchenzonga – Himalayan peak 
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brown people 

lived in peace thereafter 

and tried to solve the mystery of love and smoke. 

…………. 

In the impure rhetoric of a ‘saree’ 

a bit of ghazal 

a drop of wine 

dark, deep, daring, d is separated 

to weave this cotton attire 

a saree 

or a door not opened yet? 

behind it 

doomed drowned deconstruct 

D is a D is a D 

a saree very close to a flower now 

D Day or not 

a flower blooms to put a semicolon on this earth 

 

Fourth Dialogue Session: 
Runa:   Where the poet offers a puzzle of smoke and love with MOEKSEVLO, the 

audience try to solve the mystery of love and smoke, the mystery of Swapan’s chemistry. The 

value of a poem’s tone does not lie in its words but in the fomentation they made in intensified 

perceptual or conceptual experience. Sound of words, the password of Swapan’s poems, which 

triggered me to know about the latest experiment on poetry by Murat with his poem "Io’s 

Song”. How are you using this power of words to get a new language of poetry? The sound 

“Io” is an expression of some feelings - used in which language? As I know in Telegu, a south 

Indian language, ‘Io’ is used to express amazement/shock/surprise. 

Murat: You mean the sound of "Io", Yes, this sound constantly alters and is transformed 

in this poem. That's how Io's Song expands, moves from one fragment (poem) to another. It is 

the name of the nymph attacked by Zeus in Greek and in English. As "ion", it refers to excess 

(or lack, + or -) of electrons in a molecule, the profound differences that excess or lack implies. 

Split, "Io" also becomes "I" (the person) and "O" (cry of desire or pain), etc., etc. These shifting 

sounds will also permeate the final section of the poem, I think. 
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End of Session:   
Love is the password of New Poetry. 

With this key the session became an 

exciting and thrilling interactive 

session to infuse different ideas of 

creating a new language in the 

experimental process of New Poetry, 

both in Bengali and American English. 

There was a wonderful discussion between Swapan and Willis in this session. 

Willis: In your earlier introduction, Swapan, you mentioned Vaishnava Padavali, I liked to 

know what actually it is. 

Swapan: Vaishnavism is one of the major traditions within Hinduism, known for the 

loving devotion to Vishnu, one of the principal deities of Hinduism. The follower of 

Vaishnavism is called Vaishnava, following the philosophy of Ramanuja, an Indian theologian 

philosopher, influenced the Bhakti (devotion) movement in India. Vaishnava are devotees of 

Krishna, one of the ten avatar of Vishnu, opposed the caste system in Hinduism and 

correspondingly Vaishnava Padavali is a literary movement to shift from the classical Sanskrit 

language to local languages. Padavali means gathering of songs. The most famous poet was 

Vidyapati from Vehar and Chandidas from Bengal. The subject matter of the poetry is the love 

of Radha and Krishna, on the banks of the Yamuna in Vrindavana, an intense personal form of 

devotion. The philosophy of this Bhakti movement boosted by the Bengali Leader Sri 

Chaitanya in 15th Century. Vaishnava Padavali left a lasting mark on Bengali 

literature. Rabindranath Tagore was deeply impressed by this poetry, written in Brajabuli 

language by Vidyapati.  

Willis:  How the personal love of Radha and Krishna becomes the key of a tradition? 

Swapan:  Yes, that is the wonderful mystery of this love, as you see MOEKSEVLO in my 

poetry is a mystery of love and smoke, the smoke to oppose the system, may be to oppose the 

cast system of Brahmanism, to oppose the institution, the conventional language and poetics 

and love is the symbol of eternal love, longing for divine love, love for the language, the 

unconventional poetics. This devotion and unconditional love of Radha for Krishna is the 

symbol of the soul longing for the divine. It’s a continuous cycle of evolution and dissolution 

of Purusa (pure consciousness – i.e. Krishna) & Prakriti (Nature- i.e. Radha), which follows 

each other.   

Exchange of Bengali and American Poetry 
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In the end of the session both New Poetry group and American poets thanks to each other for 

creating such interactive dialoguing space for poetry. We hope to meet again in such creative 

space to exchange our poetic thoughts in the worldwide experimental pathway of new poetry. 

 

Participants:   
 

Swapan Roy: 

Swapan Roy is one of the most innovative Bengali 

writers of 80’s. He is focussing on alternative literary 

pursuits and experimenting to open up new spaces for 

poetry with sound-play of words. Swapan Roy was 

born and brought up in Jamshedpur and Raurkela, 

India. He was member of a leftist party upto 1997 and 

left politics after that. The first co-edited magazine by 

Swapan Roy was ‘Dridim’ (published from Raurkela). 

His first poetry book Ami Aschi (The Arrival) published by Songskriti Khobor in 1984. After 

that, he authored several poetry and prose books: Che (poems based on Che Guevara's diary, 

Songskriti Khobor Pub, 1990), Lenin Nagari (Metro, Named Lenin, Kobita Campus Pub, 

1992), Kuasha Cabin (Misty Cabin, Natun Kobita Pub, 1995), Dure Common Room (Striped 

Common Room, Kobita Campus Pub, 1997), Meghantara (Clouding Star, Natun Kobita Pub, 

2003), Deshraag (Deshraag, a melodic mode in Indian classical music, Natun Kobita Pub, 

2011), Cinema Cinema (Natun Kobita Pub, 2015), Swarger Focus (Heavenly Focus, Kobita 

Campus Pub), Kunchbahar (The Grace of the Crab’s Eye, Aihik Pub, 2017). … to name a few 

amongst them. His poetry collection Swapane Banano Eka (Made in Swapan Alone, kaurab 

Pub, 2010): Edited by the poet Barin Ghoshal. He is a hard-core traveller. Tracking for poetry 

takes us a long way…where? Swapan has kept a footprint for the journey in his prose collection 

Eksho Surje (In the 100th Sun, Notun Kobita Pub, 2009). He’s the co-editor of ‘Natun Kobita' 

magazine for more than 10 years.  

 

Murat Nemet-Nejat:  

Poet, Essayist and Translator Murat Nemet-Nejat, a Jewish American. Born in Istanbul, grew 

up in Turkey, studied literature at Amherst College and Columbia University in USA, 

American citizen since 1959. Hence his mental adaptation has been made with these blending 
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of different cultures of his miscellaneous position. Apart from  The 

Spiritual Life of Replicants, he is the author of several books of 

poetry like The Bridge (Martin Brian and Okafi, London, 1977), 

Structure of Escape, Animals of Dawn (Talisman, 2016). He is not 

only a poet but also a translator from Turkish to American English, 

includes Ece Ayhan's Blind Cat Black and Orthodoxies (2015), 

Orhan Veli's I, Orhan Veli, Seyhan Erözçelik’s Rosestrikes and 

Coffee Grinds (Talisman, 2010) and most recently Birhan 

Keskin’s Y’OL (Spuyten Duyvil, 2018). He is the editor of Eda: 

An Anthology of Contemporary Turkish Poetry (Talisman, 2004).  

He is presently working on the poems Io’s Song. 

 

Umapada Kar:  

He is an eminent Bengali poet and essayist in the new poetry 

group. He was born and brought up in Beharampur, 

Murshidabad in 1955. Presently lived at Kolkata, India. He has 

done graduation in physics and was working in a Nationalized 

Bank. He was co-editor of ‘Shrabosti’ and associated with 

‘Rourob’ little magazine. He was associated for a few years with 

performing art like drama, theatre, recitation, symbolic drama, 

dance drama etc. He was also participating in debate, seminar, speech etc. His first poetry book 

Rituporber Nach (Dance of Seasonality) published by Kobita Pakhshik in 1997. After that, he 

authored several poetry and prose books: Koyek Alokborsho Dure (Few Light-years Away, 

pub: Roktomangso, 2002), Porijayee Cholo (Let us migrate, pub: Rourob, 2005), Bhanga 

Piyanor Paa (Leg of Broken Piano, Pub: Bhashabondhan, 2009), Apor Bosonta (Another 

Spring, Pub: Kobita Campus, 2009),  Dhonuk Kothay Swar (Voice with Bowed Tone, Pub: 9ya 

Doshok, 2011),  Nodite Sayong Bhese Jay (Floating twilight in the river, Pub: Ekhon Bangla 

Kobitar Kagoj, 2014), Noirite Bishube (In the Southwest Equinox, Pub: Akash, 2017), Namiye 

Rakha Chokh (Low Bow Eyes, Pub: Srishtisukh, 2018), Aanarkolir Tanpura (Tanpura of 

Anarkoli, pub: Ekhon bangla kobitar kaagoz, 2019). Collection of long poems Balmanusher 

Jhunjhunat (Jingling of Childish Man, Pub: Srishtisukh, 2016), Prose: Riledourer Anishesh 

(The Endless Relay Race, Pub: Aihik, 2017), Rabindra Kobita: Ajker Uthone (Poetry Of 

Rabindranath: In Present Day, Pub: Khorimati, 2017).  He is a hard-core traveller, loves theatre 
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and songs, and loves Bengali’s favourite adda.  His poetry world gives him support in all his 

loses and traumas.  

 

Elizabeth Willis  

Elizabeth Willis is the author of Alive: New and Selected Poems, 

published by New York Review Books in 2015, finalist for the 

Pulitzer Prize in 2016. Her second book, The Human Abstract 

(Penguin, 1995), was selected for the National Poetry Series. She 

was awarded the PEN New England / L. L. Winship prize for 

Address (Wesleyan University Press, 2011). Her other books of 

poetry include Meteoric Flowers (Wesleyan, 

2006), Turneresque (Burning Deck, 2003), and Second Law (Avenue B, 1993). Her poems 

have appeared in American Reader, BOMB, Boston Review, Chicago Review, Colorado 

Review, Hambone, Harper's, The Nation, The New Yorker, Poetry, and A Public Space. Willis 

is also the editor of a collection of essays entitled Radical Vernacular: Lorine Niedecker and 

the Poetics of Place (Iowa University Press, 2008). She has written about the relation between 

poetry, art, labour, and the environment. Willis has been awarded fellowships in poetry from 

the Guggenheim Foundation, the California Arts Council, and the Howard Foundation and has 

held visiting appointments and residencies at Brown University, University of Denver, Naropa 

University, Paris X University at Nanterre, and the Centre International de Poésie, Marseille. 

She recently joined the faculty at the Iowa Writers' Workshop.   

 

Pronob Pal:  

An is an eminent Bengali poet and essayist in the new poetry 

group, born in 1954 in West Bengal, postgraduate of Bengali 

language and literature. He is a founding editor of Anti and 

later Kabita Campus (Poetry Campus) experimental Bengali 

poetry journals. He is the authors of several 

books: Bhashhabadaler Kabita (Poetry of Language Alteration, 

Kobita Campus Pub, 1994), Shastraheen Chalaar Bedanaa (The 

pain of striding outside the manual, 2004), Magic Canvas (1991), 

Ekla Orchestra ( Orchestra Alone, Kobita Campus Pub, 1997),  

Bhashhabadaler Podyo (Poetry of Language Alteration, Kobita Campus Pub, 2007), 

Rodegraph (Graph of Sun, Natun Kobita Pub, 2011), Bhashhabadaler Godyo (Prose of 
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Language Alteration, Natun Kobita Pub, 2013), Zazabar (Nomad,  Natun Kobita Pub, 2014), 

Bhashhabadaler Mandakranta O onnyo kobita (A book of Mandakranta and Rhythmical 

Poetry of Language Alteration, Kaurab Pub, 2018).  He edited Canvas-70, a collection of 

poetries. He was featured author in Ekhon bangla kobitar kaagoj in 2008 and in Chouban 

Magazine in 2012 

. 

Adeena Karasick:  

Canadian poet, performer, cultural theorist and media artist 

Adeena Karasick is the author of seven books of poetry and 

poetics. Her Kabbalistically inflected, urban, Jewish, 

feminist mashups have been described as “electricity in 

language” (Nicole Brossard), “proto-ecstatic jet-propulsive 

word torsion” (George Quasha), noted for their “cross-

fertilization of punning and knowing, theatre and theory” (Charles Bernstein). Most recently is 

Salome: Woman of Valor, the libretto of the opera she has created with Frank London. She 

teaches Literature and Critical Theory for the Humanities and Media Studies at Pratt Institute. 

She received 2016 Andrew W. Mellon Foundation Award and 2016 Voce Donna Italia award 

for her contributions to feminist thinking. The “Adeena Karasick Archive” has just been 

established at Special Collections, Simon Fraser University. 

 

Atanu Bandyopadhyay:  

He is one of the important Bengali poet of 90’s in the New 

Poetry group, focussing on alternative literary pursuits and 

experimenting to open up new spaces for poetry. He has been 

actively engaged in the Bengali Little Magazine movement for 

the last decade. He previously edited Erka, a Bengali magazine 

of 90’s and from 2004 he  is the editor of the Bengali magazine, 

Ekhon Bangla Kobitar Kagoj, published from Jolpaiguri, West 

Bengal. He is the author of several poetry books: Dewale Moth 

Sundori (Beautiful Moth on the Wall, 1994), Roudrasnata 

Jolabhumi (Sunlit Marsh, 2004), Etukui Pari (I Can Do Only 

This Much, 2006), Neshatur Avis Cologne (Drunken Avis 

Cologne, 2010), Sohobas Shibir (House of Living Together, 2013), Selai Opera (Swing Opera, 

2015), Grohon Borabor (All Along Eclipse, 2016), Surjaster Sohor (City of Sunset, 2019).  
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Runa Bandyopadhyay: 

Though she is a Scientist in profession yet fully addicted by the 

drug of innovative experimental literature. She is a bilingual poet, 

translator, essayist and critic from Kolkata, India. Her latest 

English book Nocturnal Whistle, published in 2019, shows an 

unconventional process of reviewing a book aversive to the 

conventional process of literary criticism. Runa is in the process 

of innovation of a new stream of 'recurring poetry' in both Bengali and English languages.  The 

collection of these creations in Bengali were published by Kaurab in Antarbarty Pangkti 

(Between the Lines) and Tamaser Alokbhromon (Light-Travel of Dark) in the year of 2012 and 

2017 respectively. She recently translated and co-edited the anthology Bridgeable Lines: An 

Anthology of Borderless World Poetry in Bengali with 12 contemporary American poets. Apart 

from that she is the author of 4 poetry books, 2 story books and a collection of hybrid essays 

in Bengali language. She co-edited an anthology Hardcore Kaurab-2 with poet Barin Ghosal, 

published by Kaurab in 2013. Runa has translated numerous international poets bidirectional 

between English and Bengali including Charles Bernstein, Murat Nemet-Nejat, Eileen Tabios, 

Barin Ghosal, Swadesh Sen, Alok Sarkar etc. She is the Contributing Editor for the American 

magazine Dispatches from the Poetry War.  

 

Barin Ghosal: (4th Dec 1944 – 28th Oct 2017): A silent participant of the event living in our 
heart. 

He is an introducer of new literary theory - Expansive 

Consciousness - that provides a novel semantic-semiotic 

analysis of poetic language and thought in early 90’s. 

About this theory his famous collection of essays, 

Otichetonar Kotha (Tale of Expansive Consciousness) 

published in 1996 won him critical acclaim. He was a 

co-editor and a pivotal member of the Kaurab group, a non-mainstream and experimental 

genres of Indian literature with an emphasis on poetry and poetics. Barin Ghosal was one of 

the most innovative anti-mainstream writers of his generation, focussed on alternative literary 

pursuits and experimented on contemporary poetic language. He had been felicitated by several 

Bengali literary organizations. His first poetry book Sukher kalakram o Sommujwal Dukkha 

(Chronology of Joy and Bright Sorrow) published in the year of 1973. After that he authored 

several poetry-books, Maayaabee Simoom (Enigmatic Simoom) in 1985, Hashish Taranee 

https://www.facebook.com/runa.bandyopadhyay.397
https://www.amazon.com/dp/9388125614/ref=olp_product_details?_encoding=UTF8&me=&qid=1551675422&sr=1-1-fkmrnull
https://www.amazon.in/Ontorbortee-Pongkti-%E0%A6%85%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%80-%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%82%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%BF-Bandyopadhayay/dp/9381856001/257-8290827-8890405?_encoding=UTF8&keywords=%20Runa%20Bandyopadhayay&portal-device-attributes=desktop&qid=1461345947&ref_=sr_1_1&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.in/Tamos-Journal-Runa-Bandyopadhayay/dp/9381856109/ref=sr_1_2?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1461345947&sr=1-2&keywords=+Runa+Bandyopadhayay
https://www.amazon.in/dp/1635356229?_encoding=UTF8&%2AVersion%2A=1&%2Aentries%2A=0&portal-device-attributes=desktop
https://www.amazon.in/Hardcore-2-Barin-Ghosal/dp/9381856125/ref=sr_1_3?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1461345947&sr=1-3&keywords=+Runa+Bandyopadhayay
https://www.ongshumali.com/%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%AD%E0%A6%99%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%97%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B0-%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC-2/
https://www.dispatchespoetrywars.com/dispatches-news/dispatches-contributing-editor-runa-bandyopadhyay-interviews-charles-bernstein-lnk/
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(Hashish Boat) in 1992, Guinea-pig, ekti tathyachitra (Guinea-pig, A Documentary) in 1995, 

Mukhasta Daalim (Verbalized Dalim) in 2000, E Lulu (Hey Lulu) in 2006, Borkhaland theke 

(From BorkhaLand) in 2011 to name a few amongst them. His book-length poem Satkar 

(Cremation) is a rare feat in Bengali poetry. Barin Ghosal also authored three famous novels, 

MaTaam (Tiltmeter) in 1989, Ek Bharatio Sheeth (An Indian Winter) in 1994 and Udom Danga 

(Naked Land) in 1996, where he has rigorously experimented with the structure of the modern 

Bengali novel. He had also authored a collection of short stories, Jindabad Khalko O onanyo 

Golpo (Long Live Khalko and Other Stories) in 2017. Barin Ghosal also authored two numbers 

of collections of review series Amar Somoyer Kobita (Poetry of my generation) in 1996 and 

2016 with an explorer’s reviews on contemporary poetry.  

 

 

 


